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war with the main personality, is neither strong enough nor
important enough to become the nucleus of a secondary per-
sonality. In this case the complex has to be repressed; that
is to say, it is prevented from directly determining experience
and behaviour, and thus fulfilling the normal function of any
disposition in the mental structure. If it were allowed to de-
termine experience the subject would continue to be aware of
the conflict and to suffer that mental pain which, as we have
seen, he has a strong tendency to avoid. Repression of a com-
plex provides at least a provisional solution of the difficulty.
The repressing force is, of course, the main personality.
Freud describes the facts in a picturesque fashion, compar-
ing the unconscious to a large anteroom, adjoining which is a
smaller reception-room, the preconscious system. Crowding
the anteroom are all sorts of mental excitations eager to get
into the reception-chamber, where possibly they may succeed
in attracting the eye of Consciousness, the presiding deity of the
«rf>reconscious system. But guarding the door between the two
rooms is the censor, a sort of Cerberus, whose function is to
examine all applications for admission to the preconscious and
refuse all those that do not meet with his approval. Those
excitations that are forced to remain in the unconscious are
therefore repressed; that is to say, they are incapable of be-
coming conscious in their proper form. If, however, they suit-
ably disguise themselves they may elude the vigilance of the
censor and gain an entrance into the preconscious. Thus the
Freudian unconscious is a part of the mind full of ideas that
cannot be admitted to consciousness on their own merits.
Like all metaphors, the conceptions of the two chambers,
their inhabitants, and the censor may mislead us if we allow
them to become our masters rather than our servants. Re-
garded as hypotheses about the mind, they certainly seem less
probable than the notions of mental structure, experience, en-
gram-complexes, and the self-regarding sentiment, which we
have assumed throughout our study. If, however, we accept
them as crude but useful metaphors no harm need be done;
and it is only fair to add that the Freudian theory of the mind
has proved eminently workable in practice*

